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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. Which two actions must be applied to
provide a seamless MPLS solution that integrates aggregation
and core areas of the network by providing scalable end-to-end
LSPs? (Choose two.)
A. Extend the IS-IS domain used in the core to the aggregation
areas of the network.
B. Replace Layer 3 VPN services with Layer 2 VPN services.
C. Set the next hop for the prefixes advertised by the ABR

D. Enable VRF lite between core and aggregation links.
E. Deploy BGP between PEs and ABRs with RFC 3107.
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/multiprotocol-labelswitching-mpls/mpls/116127- configure-technology-00.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ann, a technician, is tasked with building a workstation that
can host multiple virtual environments. Which of the following
is the MOST important component for this type of build?
A. Multiple CPU cores
B. High-end cooling
C. Dual monitors
D. HTPC compact form factor
E. Specialized audio and video cards
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a server named Server1 that runs Windows Server 2012
R2.
You add an additional disk to Server1 as shown in the exhibit.
(Click the Exhibit button.)
You need to ensure that users can access the additional disk
from drive C.
What should you do?
A. Convert Disk 0 and Disk 1 to dynamic disks and extend a
volume.
B. Convert Disk 0 to a dynamic disk and add a mirror.
C. Convert Disk 1 to a dynamic disk and create a spanned
volume.
D. Create a simple volume on Disk 1 and mount the volume to a
folder.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You onboard 10 Azure virtual machines to Azure Automation State
Configuration.
You need to use Azure Automation State Configuration to manage
the ongoing consistency of the virtual machine configurations.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You

will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Upload a configuration to Azure Automation State
Configuration.
Import the configuration into the Automation account.
Step 2: Compile a configuration into a node configuration.
A DSC configuration defining that state must be compiled into
one or more node configurations (MOF document), and placed on
the Automation DSC Pull Server.
Step 3: Assign the node configuration
Step 4: Check the compliance status of the node
Each time Azure Automation State Configuration performs a
consistency check on a managed node, the node sends a status
report back to the pull server. You can view these reports on
the page for that node.
On the blade for an individual report, you can see the
following status information for the corresponding consistency
check:
The report status - whether the node is "Compliant", the
configuration "Failed", or the node is "Not Compliant"
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-ds
c-getting-started
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